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H i a nd we lco me to TAMK!

This Provisio is information package to new BBA students. The purpose
is to share information about Tampereen tradenomiopiskelijat ry, also
known as TTO ry. TTO is your own subject association and we organize
events for you, get your overalls, work on education policy and more.
The beginning of studies brings a lot of new and exciting things. A new
school, new people, a new education and possibly a new city. TTO’s
goal is to support new students, so I hope that this magazine will help
you get to know us better and that you know that you can always contact us if necessary.
I’m Olivia, TTO’s media representative and editor-in-chief of this magazine. I am studying business information systems for the third year
and this is my first year on the board of TTO. I have had a good time
at TAMK and have had unforgettable experiences during my studies. I
hope you enjoy it as well! If you have any questions for me, you can send
me messages on our instagram @tto_ry or by e-mail media@ttory.fi
The following pages will introduce rest of the members of our board and
their roles. I have gathered information for you about the events we are
organizing, this fall’s tutors and
what the different overall colors mean. I hope you find something useful from this Provisio.
Good luck to your studies and
hopefully we see each other at the events during fall!

- Olivia

I would like to start by welcoming all
new students here in Tampere! You
have entered to study BBA in TAMK,
congratulations. This is the start of
your unforgettable journey as part of
Tampere’s great student community,
and your study time will fly by quickly, so I recommend you to enjoy it.
Remember to be proud of yourself,
because you already got into school.
At the beginning of school, someone might think that studying is
only studying and reading for exams,
while someone else thinks that student life is all about partying with
friends. I think that neither of these is entirely true. I recommend you to find the
balance between studying and other things that belongs in the life of a student. You
shouldn’t be nervous, because everyone will find their own path during their studies.
There is also a lot of help available to find your own thing and own place in this community.
One of the best providers of help for BBA students studying in Tampere is Tampereen Tradenomiopiskelijat ry. TTO organizes different activities for starting students
during the orientation weeks, and you can get to know us almost as soon as school
starts. We pay attention to education policies as a student association of four different programs. You can meet us in the school corridors, at our office or at events! Feel
free to come and have a little chat, or slide in to our DM, if you have something in
your mind. TTO will be happy to help you! We are here for our
members.
You should take your study times seriously, but remember to have
fun. See you in the fall and hopefully meet in our events as
well!
-Ville

H
ello!
Johanna Rita, TTO’s head of educa-

tion policy aka kopo, writes here.
I am studying Entrepreneurship and
team leadership at the Proakatemia
for the last year. So it’s coming last
fall as a student, and it’s awesome to
get to spend it with you! Orientation
weeks are the highlight of the fall, so
let’s get all the fun out of them together.
I hope your studies get off to a good
start and you can enjoy your student
life to the fullest! However, remember that you can always contact me
with any questions that concern you,
for example by e-mail kopo@ttory.fi.
You can also find me at various TTO
events over the fall, so come and say
hello!

Johanna

“ I can be contacted in all questions
and problem situations related to education“

As a responsible person in education policy, I am responsible for advocating for the interests
of BBA students. This means that I can be contacted in all questions and problem situations
related to education, which can be, for example, course implementations and delays in grades.
The rule is that things should be discussed with the teacher first and foremost. However, if
this doesn’t work, I’ll step in! I am in close contact with the competence managers and teachers of the business degree lines, and in this way I act as a link between teachers and students.

Join the board?

Every year, at the organization’s autumn
meeting, a 13-person board of directors is
elected for the following year. The board
is jointly responsible for the activities of
the subject organization and they work
closely throughout the year. We will soon
get to elect a new government for 2023.

What is TTO?

Tampereen Tradenomiopiskelijat ry is a registered association formed and maintained 100%
by students. TTO ry is the subject organization
of Tampere University of Applied Sciences. We
are a local guardian of BBA students, advising
on agile and ever-changing student support and
livelihood issues, and advocating for students
through our representatives. We take care of
students educational and social policy issues
and provide entertainment for your life.

If you are interested in TTO, you
should follow our social media and
feel free to come and chat. During the
autumn, the roles of board members
and the activities of TTO will be presented in more detail on social media.

We play Finnish skittles, organize excursions,
theater evenings, various educations, for new
students Hämmästyttävä Ralli and BBA Baptism and, PISTOT-parties, and other events. We
should also not forget the student overalls for
BBA students available through TTO ry, who
always wear their “trendy” walkers from one
event to another.
Active people are needed for active activities.
Together, we can influence the environment
both inside and outside the school. Nationwide,
we are very actively involved in the activities of
the Federation of Business Students TROL as a
member association and in this way we strive
to better perform our role as a local guardian of
the interests of BBA students. As a member association, we organize various activities for BBA
students in Tampere and participate in national
training events and events organized by TROL.
Come along and make your own contribution!

Badger
TTO’s MASCOT
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TTO BOARD
CHAIRMAN

VILLE PAANANEN

The chairperson is responsible for fulfilling the necessary obligations of the association. This contains the laws and any rules. The chairman gathers the board
and commences the meetings. He is also responsible that the board is functioning
properly.

VICE CHAIRPERSON
ELISE NIEMINEN

Vice chairperson takes care of the chairpersons’ tasks when they are not able to
attend. In addition to this she is responsible for the effectiveness of the board together with the chairperson.

FINANCIAL SECRETARY
ANTON POHJONEN

Finance secretary takes care of the boards’ money and helps with accounting. In
addition to this, he follows all the tax or work-relates changes together with the
chairperson.

SECRETARY

PAULI MATILAINEN

The secretary keeps minutes of the meeting of the board. He also keeps records
and prepares other documents. The role includes making of to do-list and gathering of reports and proposals.

EDUCATION POLICIES

JOHANNA RITA

The representative of education policies takes care of the well-being of the BBA
students. She gives opinions on the implementation of courses and important
tasks regarding schooling policies.

COMPANY COOPERATIONS
MARKUS INKINEN

Company cooperation representative is responsible for the association’s working life
contacts. He also manages the recruitment efforts of the association, for example
organizing the Portti fair. In addition, the role includes cooperation agreements and
sponsorships.

CULTURE AND FREE-TIME
MIRA PUPUTTI

Culture and free-time representative is responsible for organizing the non-alcoholic
events and more. She organizes e.g. the Christmas party, Vappu and Valentine’s day
happenings.

ENTERTAINMENT REPRESENTATIVE

TEA KIVINEN

The role of the entertainment includes organizing numerous events and represent
TTO in them. It also includes taking care of the co-operations with companies included in the events.

PISTOT

CLAUDIA KINNARINEN
PISTOT-representative is responsible for the organizing monthly PISTOT-parties
with TIRO ry and PIRATE ry. The role requires planning and taking care of the
social media of PISTOT as well.

FOREIGN RELATIONS
OLLI KARVINEN

The representative of foreign relations is responsible for keeping in touch with the IB
students, organizing the international excursion and other excursions taking place in
Finland as well.

TUTORING AND MEMBERS
MIKKO VASKIVUORI

The tutor and member representative ensures that all tutors are prepared for their
roles and support them from the student associations point of view. He also maintains the member register and manages the memberships.

:

:

WEBMASTER
BERFIN ÜUSTUN

Webmaster takes care of the websites of the association. This includes designing and
eventually creating the websites along with other members. She takes care of the
e-mail lists and any IT services.

:

MEDIA

OLIVIA SYRJA
Media representative takes care of the coordination of social media and is the editor
in chief for Provisio magazine. In addition to this she sends monthly news letters.

PISTOT is a monthly student party organized by TTO, BBA’s stundet association, TIRO, an association of engineering students, and PIRATE, a health students association. The goal of the PISTOT student party is to increase study
motivation and promote students’ social interaction. During the school year,
you will be able to enjoy seven different parties and, as usual, also a PISTOT
party cruise in December. The theme of the party changes every month, and
in addition to or instead of overalls, it is possible to wear clothes that match
the theme!
The fall dates of the PISTOT party have already been published and the first fall party
will be celebrated on September 15. Follow PISTOT on social media and you will stay up
to date on the next party and the PISTOT party cruise at the end of the year.
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Hello!
name is Claudia (a selected few might
me Calu) and for PISTOT parties on beof TTO. Meaning you get to enjoy betand better student parties every month.

I began my studied on 2018, at a time when PISTOT parties were every TAMK students highlight of the month. My best memories from
my first student years are precisely from PISTOT parties and PISTOT party cruise. Sadly the last few years have been quite scrappy for student culture but I hope and believe that finally PISTOT will return to its former glory and obviously rise even higher.
All you new students are in a privileged position as you get to see all the best of student life
(read: PISTOT) right in your first months. PISTOT has gone through some changes these
past few years and we all in PISTOT crew anxiously expect that you get to enjoy them.
You can ask me more about PISTOT anytime or anywhere (or about anything). I wish you
all wonderful and unforgettable years studying. I hope that PISTOT will be a part of them!
- Claudia

PISTOT party passes will go on sale at the start of the academic year. The
pass ensures your admission to all PISTOT parties throughout the year. The
party pass is personal and due to its low price, it will be sold out in minutes.
The party pass grants entry through a fast lane to all parties and saves you
from extra queueing. By being an active party pass user, you can get amazing benefits at the last PISTOT of the academic year. Learn more about PISTOT party pass and its benefits by following PISTOT on social media!

The party cruise is coming bigger than ever this year for the 8th time. The
highly anticipated cruise will be a bang of a finish to the past fall. 2022 cruise
will be held 7.-8.12. Gather your cabin gang and head to the seas with other fellow students. There is a limited amount of tickets and they will be sold in moments. All info about the party cruise can be found on PISTOT social medias.
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HÄMMÄST Y TTÄ VÄ RALLI

The school year is in full swing with the
familiar but not so safe Amazing Rally.
The event should not be taken lightly, as the
ticks require both mental and physical weakness. At the event, the teams will also get to
know other subject organizations operating at TAMK and the people behind them.

BAPTISM

OF

BBA

STUDENTS

Tampere Tradenomiopiskelijat ry organizes a baptism ceremony for new students
based on this tradition. The classes measure each other in playful competitions
and swear the Tradenomy student’s Brotherhood Oath. According to tradition, the
classes must dress according to the theme,
and at the end, the class best dressed
in the Phoenician way will be awarded. TTO’s mascot, Badger, plays the role
of the overlord, who, despite his scowl,
is a very easy-going and generous guy.

FRESHMAN

OLYMPICS

There is a feel for the sports festival in the
air as the freshmen arrive in the South
Park sun to measure each other. The
skills of the teams are tested at the crossroads that require the most athletic performance. This event, which has become
very popular in recent years, is a great way
to flush the taste of Twilight’s defeat from
the mouth and start the night with a win.

HERVANNAN HUM*LA H YPPELY

Hervannan Humala Hyppely was born a legend. The
event gives its attendee a whole new perspective on
worldview. This crusade every autumn otherwise
only opens the doors of the bars used by its regular
customers to students. The hidden truth of Hervanta can only be ascertained with one’s own eyes one
day a year. However, not everyone who wants to can
fit in on this trip because of the limited provision of
adequate security for the event. So be quick and get
yourself a ticket to the unknown while still possible.
Come, run and get the coveted coveralls for yourself.

KALEVAN K^*NNI KIERROS

Badger and TTO ry welcome you to the biggest and
most beautiful pub tour of the whole spring! After a cool
winter, the hustle and bustle of the morning, Badger will
help you explore the Kaleva’s hidden bars. Grab your
own friends and get ready to go on a research trip to Kaleva, where the trips are short and the drinks are cold!
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The Soppasauna is the most traditional event for BBA
students, where the liver is measured. The goal of the
event is clear: Drink a basket of beer with the couple
in three hours while holding the basket. If the extract
is slackened or the malt drink does not taste good, the
couple will not have the opportunity to get their hands
on the coveted bucket of the bucket master or the title.
Over the years, only a few special cases have succeeded here. When registration for the event opens, you
should be quick, as only a limited number of candidates can try to complete the performance each year.
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Over the years, TTO ry has organized several sit-ups from hilarious and delicious table parties, such as the annual Christmas
party, to sit-ups of a more extensive pattern, such as the spring 2022 Landesits!
Sits have their own code and rules that
are slavishly followed. The Sitsi stick
is waved by a pre-defined song director or “toastmaster” whose word is law.
The Toast-master determines the pace of the
Sits with breaks, distributes and decides on any
penalties, and is responsible for the program.
This is one of the finest traditions in Finnish student culture that should not be missed
at any cost - every student should experience at least one sit during their studies.
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TTO ry, in association with Tiro ry, arranges a student-friendly opportunity for you to
go skiing! If the hills of Hervanta aren’t just
quite enough or you’ve been thinking of
giving this gem of a winter sport a go, this
trip is for you! We depart by a bus from the
school and arrive back by the same means.
We offer you a bus ride and a skiing ticket – with a student-friendly price of course.
You can also rent out necessary gear inexpensively through us! Is there a better way to
spend a winter day than skiing with friends?

P I K K U J O U L U T

Every year, Tampere Tradenomiopiskelijat ry organizes stylish little Christmas parties for its members, whose program is
built around an excellent dinner and music, accompanied by drinking songs. The
intention is to spend a nice evening in the
Christmas mood and then move on to the
fast-paced sequels to the nightclub side.

T R A D E N O M I S E M M A

The most traditional event was originally
called TTO Business Seminar and it was held
for the first time in 2013. The event has become TTO ry’s annual event with a different theme. The last time the event was held
in 2021 was with the theme “Welfare Tradenomi” and before that e.g. in 2019 with the
theme of “Success Stories”. The more traditional one is organized in co-operation with
the Tampere Region Tradenomaa TST ry. It
is a seminar-style event where TTO members
can hear from professionals in various fields
and network with other tradenomi students,
as well as graduates.
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Start May Day together with TTO, Tiro, Pirate
and various clubs! In the past, various games
and entertainment have been organized in Sorsapuisto. In the spring of 2022, Wappustartti
was held in Ratinanniemi, where we enjoyed
the May Day atmosphere together. Follow us
on social media, and you’ll stay up to date with
what’s happening next May Day! Wabu ei lobu!

S P O R T S

G R O U P

In the spring of 2022, TTO launched its
own sports group, where different sports
and team games are tested together.
The sports group takes place weekly in
TAMK’s gym and registration works via
Kide.app. In TTO’s Instagram story, the
sport is always announced and the participation link is shared. All members
of the TTO are welcome to take part in
the exercise session, we do not require
strong physical condition or sport experience. The most important thing is to
have fun together and work up a sweat!

TUTORS
2022

Information systems

Business administration

Entre

Proakatemia

International
Business

VAIKUTA - VERKOSTOIDU - VIRKISTY
Tervetuloa mukaan tradenomien toimintaan
Opiskelujesi alussa kuulet varmasti paljon Tradenomeista ja
yhdistystoiminnasta. Me valmistuneet tradenomit voimme kokemuksesta
voimme sanoa, että yhdistystoiminta on antoisaa ja liittoon kuuluminen
tärkeää urallesi.
Tampereen seudun tradenomit ry on Tampereen alueella vaikuttavien
tradenomien oma yhdistys, joka toimii Tradenomiliitto TRAL ry:n
paikallisyhdistyksenä. Teemme tiivistä yhteistyötä paikallisen
elinkeinoelämän kanssa.
Toimimme tradenomien paikallisena edunvalvojana ja tarjoamme
jäsenistöllemme koulutus- sekä virkistäytymismahdollisuuksia.
Yhdistyksen toiminnalle on tärkeää omien
jäsenten hyvinvointi. Järjestämme monipuolisesti eri ikäisille tradenomeille
suunnattuja tapahtumia, esimerkiksi
kokkauskursseja, urheilukokeiluita,
maalausiltoja ja jaamme lippuja
lätkäpeleihin tai leffaan.
Tampereen seudun tradenomit ry:n hallitus
on aktiivinen toimija! Järjestämme
useita tapahtumia vuodessa.
Olet erittäin tervetullut mukaan
toimintaan ja hallitukseen!

JÄSENILLE JÄRJESTETTY
WINE & PAINT ILTAMA

YHDISTYKSEN JÄSENIKSI VOIVAT
LIITTYÄ KAIKKI TRADENOMI-,
BBA-, TAI TRADENOMI (YLEMPI
AMK) -TUTKINNON SUORITTANEET
HENKILÖT.
JÄSENYYS ON ILMAINEN, MUTTA
EDELLYTTÄÄ TRAL:N JÄSENYYTTÄ.

TRADENOMI.FI

OSA HALLITUKSEN
2022 JÄSENISTÄ. SINÄKIN VOIT
HAKEA HALLITUKSEN JÄSENEKSI!

@TAMPEREENSEUDUNTRADENOMIT

All events are worth taking part in,
whether you drink alcohol or not.
It’s an easy way to find new friends,
join the group and have fun.
This also gives you the opportunity
to get to know TTO’s board activities, and if you are interested, you
can apply to join the board!

Enter student life with
an open mind and throw
yourself fully into it, as
you should do in life
anyway.

Put the napkins
in the bio waste!

Remember to also drink water at
the party!

Find out what
your student
association and
other organizations offer
to support your
studies

Go to a
lot of
events

Studying is a person’s best time! Take
school seriously, but also remember
to have fun and meet new people.
Through the school, you can find a lot
of side activities, such as tutoring or
organization activities. If you are at all
interested, feel free to join.

Get to know your
fellow students,
you might find best
friends for the rest of
your life!
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Remember that student life
is basically only lived once
in a lifetime.

Stick to the course
deadlines, but remember to ask the course
teacher for help or additional time if the situation starts to seem
too difficult.

Contact information
Tampereen tradenomiopiskelijat ry
hallitus@ttory.fi
Kuntokatu 3, L-rakennus
Tamko
toimisto@tamko.fi
044 3826561
YTHS
Kalevantie 3, 3 krs.
046 7101073
IT Helpdesk
0294520500
it-helpdesk@tuni.fi
Business administration study guide
Minna Lahnaoja
minna.lahnaoja@tuni.fi
Entepreneurship and leadership study guide
Tanja Verho
tanja.verho@tuni.fi
International Business study guide
Janne Hopeela
janne.hopeela@tuni.fi
Information technology study guide
Anja Salo
anja.salo@tuni.fi
Pastor
Jussi Houttu
jussi.houttu@evl.fi

